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Frequently Asked Questions
1. Why do some children need 

additional support?

2. Why create Achieve Clubs?

3. What happens at Achieve 
Clubs?

4. How does Achieve club 
differ from school?

5. Could I provide the same 
support at home?

7. How do we partner with 
parents?

8. At what age should additional 
support start?

9. Who would  / would not 
benefit from attending? 

10. What parents & children say 
about the club?

11. How much will it cost?

12. What to do if you want to join?



Who am I?



Where it started



Why use technology?



My Mission

Provide the support that I wish had been 
available for my family



Why do some children need 
additional support?



Age 4       5       6       7        8        9        10       11       12       13       14      15      16      17     18 years

Learn to Read

Read to Learn

School
Children spend 14 years in school.

Importance of reading at school



The problem with reading
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets Comprehension Questions

How would you describe 
Harry’s mood?

What was inside the envelope?

What is Kwikspell?

What did the writers friends 
beg for?



Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets
What a dyslexic reads What is written

VERY Hard to understand
Even if read each word correctly concentrating on decoding NOT 
understanding 

Intrigued Harry flicked the envelope open and pulled out the sheaf 
of parchment inside. More curly silver writing on the front page said 
‘feel out of step in the world of modern magic? Find yourself making 
excuses not to perform simple spells?  Ever been taunted for you 
woeful wand work?  There is an answer. Kwikspell is an all-new, fail-
safe, quick-result, easy-learn course. Hundreds of witches and 
wizards have benefited from the Kwikspell method! Madam Z. 
Nettles of Topsham writes: “I had no memory for incantations and 
my potions were a family joke! Now, after a Kwikspell course, I am 
the centre of attention at parties and friends beg for the recipe of 
my Scintillation Solution!” Warlock D. J. Prod of Didsbury says: “My 
wife used to sneer at my feeble charms, but one month into your 
fabulous Kwikspell course and I succeeded in turning her into a 
yak! Thank you, Kwikspell!” 



Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets
What is written

Intrigued Harry flicked the envelope open and pulled out the 
sheaf of parchment inside. 
More curly silver writing on the front page said ‘feel out of step 
in the world of modern magic? Find yourself making excuses not 
to perform simple spells?  Ever been taunted for you woeful 
wand work?  
There is an answer. Kwikspell is an all-new, fail-safe, quick-result, 
easy-learn course.  Hundreds of witches and wizards have 
benefited from the Kwikspell method! Madam Z. Nettles of 
Topsham writes: “I had no memory for incantations and my 
potions were a family joke! Now, after a Kwikspell course, I am 
the centre of attention at parties and friends beg for the recipe 
of my Scintillation Solution!” Warlock D. J. Prod of Didsbury 
says: “My wife used to sneer at my feeble charms, but one 
month into your fabulous Kwikspell course and I succeeded in 
turning her into a yak! Thank you, Kwikspell!” 

Comprehension Questions

How is Harrys mood 
described? 

What was inside the envelope?

What is Kwikspell?

What did the writers friends 
beg for?



Attainment Gap

Age 4       5       6       7        8        9        10       11       12       13       14      15      16      17     18 years
Learn to Read

Read to Learn
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Schools value

Kindness 

Compassion

Honesty

Resourcefulness 

Courage

Integrity

Empathy

Resilience

Reading

Writing

Speed of time table

Neat hand writing

Mental Maths 

Science

Spelling & Grammar 

Children are rewarded 
daily for:



Performance Gap Spiral
Poor literacy 

Compare to
Peers

Low self 
esteem

Anxiety  

Impacts 
Memory &
Organisation



Performance Gap Spiral over time
Poor grades 

(despite working hard)

Compare to
Peers

Low self 
esteem

Anxiety  

Impacts on Memory 
& Organisation

STUPID  
Give up

Frustrated 

Find alternative 
ways to be 
accepted.



Reduce the attainment gap
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Most schools
Designed for regular learners (non dyslexics) to 
thrive

Confuse literacy for intelligence

For dyslexics to reach their full potential they need 
additional support

Schools receive no extra funding so can rarely 
provide the additional support required



Without support

Underachievement  

Poor self image and self worth 

Low expectations

Reduced life chances 



Why create Achieve Groups?



Why create Achieve Clubs?
Approached by parents of bright dyslexic kids who 
were not achieving at school before GCSE’s

Pressure of homework, no time.

Got into bad habits that were hard to undo.

Stressful introducing new skill when already 
struggling. 

Convinced students need to learn vital skills before 
secondary school.



Ex
am

s

Last month

Past papers

Years 10 & 11

GCSE Preparation

Attend lessons
Take notes
Complete course work 
Create Revision notes
Learn / Revise
Past papers



Ex
am

s

Last month

4. Past papers
3. Learn

Years 10 & 11

2. Create Revision notes1. Complete course work

What else impacts on a students grades?

Access arrangements
Great revision notes
Ability to read quickly and accurately 
Improve Spelling and Grammar (SPAG mark)
Able to memorise

Improve Working memory
Teach how to learn facts

Legible quick handwriting
Efficient touch typing
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4. Past papers
3. Learn

Years 10 & 11

2. Create Revision notes1. Complete course work

Once GCSE’s start students are busy

Hard to find the time to learn anything else
Great revision notes
Ability to read quickly and accurately 
Improve Spelling and Grammar (SPAG mark)
Able to memorise

Improve Working memory
Teach how to learn facts

Legible quick handwriting
Efficient touch typing
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4. Past papers
3. Learn

Years 10 & 11

2. Create Revision notes1. Complete course work

What else impacts on a students grades?

Access arrangements
Great revision notes
Ability to read quickly and accurately
Improve Spelling and Grammar (SPAG mark)
Able to memorise

Improve Working memory
Teach how to learn facts

Legible quick handwriting
Efficient touch typing



”If a child can’t learn the 
way we teach, 

maybe we should teach 
the way they learn.”

Ignacio ‘Nacho’ Estrada

How we teach?



Achieve Club Provides

Positive Environment
+

Technical Tools
=

Empower Learners



Positive Environment
Understand intelligence is not defined by literacy

No fear of failure – OK to make mistakes

Recognition that everyone learns differently

Young role models to help

Watch videos / TV programs that explain

Reward work done at home

Raise children's expectations of what they can achieve

Builds confidence 



Technology
Individual course of study for each child

Specifically designed to help overcome difficulties

Progress at their own speed

Makes repetition more fun

Learn skills that will help them throughout life
Touch typing
Text to speck
Dictation
Telling the time

Encouraged to continue working from home.



What happens at Achieve Clubs



What is taught – Weekly?
Everyone

Touch Typing

Phonics

Reading

Spelling

Phonological awareness

If needed

Telling the time

Times tables

Eye tracking & convergence

The solutions used depend on individual requirements.  
Determined through screening, parental input & student feedback



Also cover occasionally -

Assistive technologies 

Text to Speech

Spell check

Trackers

Reminders

Dictation



From a child's perspective
Play educational computer games.

Watch videos then discuss.

Get prizes to encourage working at home.

Get prizes when they improve / complete targets.

Have snacks.

Meet other children and adults with dyslexia.

Bring own picnic.



What specific technology is 
used?



Why use technology to learn to read?
Specific (start with individual assessment)

Immediate feedback /Correction Adaptive

Personal (Repetition without shame)

Multi-sensory and often fun (age appropriate)

Frees up parents

Cost effective Afford DAILY input 

Mobile & Flexible 

Reports progress



Touch Typing



NESSY ‘Learning happens when its fun’

Phonics based learning program founded upon the principals of Orton Gillingham and influenced by 
the highly-respected Hickey and Hornsby (Alpha to Omega) programs.



Set individual targets



Engaging Eyes



Dyslexia Screen 



Why do dyslexia screening?
Identify strengths and weaknesses

Allocate solutions to help specific identified 
weaknesses

Gives a baseline against which to measure progress

We don’t show the result to children

Easy for students to understand
Increase awareness 
Equip to self advocate.



How does the club differ from 
school?



How Elevate Club differs from school
More relaxed

Class size – Adult child ratios

We utilising technology and multisensory teaching methods

Safe environment as everyone is in the same position:
Make mistakes
Discuss difficulties

Use videos to:
Understand learning differences
Explore dyslexic strengths 
Learn about successful dyslexics

Reward effort  & progress rather than attainment.



Could I just work with my child at home?

ALL the solutions can just be used from home

Solutions cheaper – take advantage of quantity discount

Children often work better with non family members

Family harmony

Reduced software costs

Develop peer relationships

Safe place to be open



Can one meeting a week supply this support?
Continuing to play / work from home is critical.

Provide parent training

Communicate regularly
Progress sheets
Emails
Set phone times to answer questions
Virtual parents meeting via YouTube video

Reward work done at home so parents don’t have to nag. 

We welcome any suggestions to improve

Let us know if child is reluctant to attend



When should you start?

Jite

Age 4       5       6       7        8        9        10       11       12       13       14      15      16      17     18 years

HUGE generalisation but illustrate the point



Who would benefit from attending?

Anyone who is struggling with 
literacy at school



Who should NOT attend

Don’t want the ‘D’ word 
mentioned



What people say about the Club



What to do if you want your child to attend



How much will it cost?
£30 a week for the session

Half termly charge for software and equipment  (e.g. blind 
keyboard and emergency headphones)

Software used
Typing 
Dyslexia Quest
Nessy Reading & Spelling
Nessy Numbers
Nessy Writing Beach
Engaging Eyes
Fluency Builder
Spelling Tutor
Spelling City

More cost effective than buying single user licenses.




